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New South Wales police P.190 
X2.5 

STATEMENT in the matter of: Place: 

Murder Kenneth BRENNAN , Miranda. 

Date : 19 June, 1995 

Name: 1274 

Address: Miranda Tel. No.: 

Occupation: Pensioner STATES:-

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence 

which I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a 

witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in 

evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully 

stated anything which I know to be false or do not believe to be 

true. 

2. I am 83 years of age. 

3. I am the mother of ' NP214 : 
. who lives 

Woolahra. :NP214:has lived at that address ever 

since he returned from Los Angelas, I'd say for about 5 years. 

4. I often call NP214 about two to three times a week. I 

remember calling him on Sunday 12 June, 1995 sometime in the 

morning. The number I phoned was . !NP214! didn't answer 

the phone but the answering machine was activated the message 

said This is NP214 I'm not here at the moment, leave a message 

and I will call you later. I left a message saying, "mum called" 

I then hung up. 

Witness: 
1274 Signature: 

p.c. Se, , 
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STATEMENT (continued) in the matter of: Murder Kenneth BRENNAN 

- Name: 1274 

5. About 2.00pm the same day my daughter, ; 1275 ;picked 
me up and we went to Gymea Trade Union Club. I arrived home 

about 5.00pm. I think iNP214icalled me that afternoon or on Monday 

morning the 13 June, 1995 at my home. We had a general 

conversation about how I was feeling and what we had been 

watching on television. We also spoke about the new unit INIP214: 

has bought at Newport. The phone call lasted for about 10 

minutes. 

6. On Monday 19 June, 1995 I phoned Is1P21e0nd he told me about 

the death of Kenneth BRENNAN. I have never meet Kenneth BRENNAN 

before butNP214 has mentioned him living with NP215 

/  1274
Witness: //:46:61   Signature: ---

IA . ke,Q.S
?.C.  ,-,,C__st , 


